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The Lang–Marquis framework for reasoning in the presence of inconsistencies, which is based on
the so-called forget operation, is generalized here. Despite extending the original proposal, a simpler
structure is used. A notion of equivalence is introduced which is proven to provide extensionality for
the framework. Some other formal properties are also given which illustrate the versatility of the
deﬁnitions.
 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
In [3], a framework for reasoning from inconsistent belief bases is introduced. Despite
its emphasis on a vector form of belief bases, the framework is shown to be general enough
to capture various approaches such as reasoning from maximal consistent subsets, belief
merging, belief revision and so on. It is based on variable forgetting as an operation for
weakening beliefs in order to restore consistency, by means of specifying sets of variables
whose forgetting enables the removal of inconsistency.
Here, the idea is generalized through a simpliﬁcation of the original notion of a forget-
ting context while forgetting itself is replaced by a more general operation yielding formu-
las in a sublanguage of the belief base at hand. It is shown below that these new contexts
allow more systematically for some properties mentioned in [3].0888-613X/$ - see front matter  2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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tent belief bases is provided below.
2. Formal preliminaries
2.1. Propositional logic
PROPPS denotes the propositional language built from a ﬁnite set PS of propositional
variables, the Boolean constants > (true) and ? (false), and the usual connectives. Var(u)
denotes the set of propositional variables occurring in the formula u.
Also, u is consistent if and only if u2 ? where u  w denotes that u entails w in prop-
ositional logic. That u and w are equivalent in propositional logic (i.e., u  w and w  u)
is abbreviated by u  w.
2.2. Belief bases and remedies
The belief bases we are interested in are more than mere collections of formulas: here, a
belief base is also characterized by the (ﬁnite) number of formulas that it contains and,
moreover, by the order in which they are presented.
Deﬁnition 1 (belief base). A belief base B of dimension n (n is a natural number) is a tuple
hu1, . . . ,uni of n formulas from PROPPS.
Intuitively, each i (1 6 i 6 n) identiﬁes a source of information and ui denotes the piece
of belief conveyed by source i. A formula may occur more than once in B, which can be
used to model the situation where diﬀerent sources give the same information.
A belief base B = hu1, . . . ,uni is conjunctively interpreted, so that it is said to be consis-
tent if and only if u1 ^    ^ un is consistent. Also, a belief base is inconsistent if and only if
it fails to be consistent.
Deﬁnition 1 is the only item which is exactly as in [3]. Except for generalizing the notion
of the forget operation to a remedy, the next deﬁnition is still faithful to Lang and Marquis
[3] but it does extend the original notion to be found there.
Deﬁnition 2 (remedy). A remedy is a multi-mapping1 over the set of all formulas PROPPS
such that for every u 2 PROPPS and for every V  PS
u 7! jV  u where jV  u 2 PROPVarðuÞnV
A remedy is meant to amend inconsistent sets of premises by substituting formulas in a
sublanguage for the original premises.
Notice that a remedy is an alphabet-based operation, a more general version could be
deﬁned as follows:
u 7!jV  u
where jV  u 2 PROPf ðV ;VarðuÞÞ for a given f : 2PS  2PS ! 2PS :1 It is the case that the pair (V,u) yields a unique jV Æ u.
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2PS would then make sense here: keep in mind that jV Æ u is supposed to amend an incon-
sistent u by disregarding, so to speak, the propositional variables from V (e.g., letting
f(V,Var(u) be PSn(V [ Var(u)) would be absurd).
There are natural classes for remedies, for instance:
Standard remedies : jV  u  u whenever V \ VarðuÞ ¼ ;
Normal remedies : jV :u  > for all u2 ? s:t: VarðuÞ  V
Importantly, no result in the paper is restricted to standard remedies. Normal remedies
only occur in Proposition 7, an independent result.
Remark 1. The notation jV Æ u may look weird, it is adopted to follow the syntax of some
well-known operations such as forgetting: $V Æ u [5]. In any case, j does represent some
transformation (for propositional formulas) parameterized by a set of variables V. That is,
u is transformed into a formula w denoted jV Æ u (importantly, w depends on V even
though no variable from V occurs in w).
A ﬁrst illustration is with forgetting: ${v} Æ u[v] is deﬁned as u[>] _ u[?]. That is, u[v] is
transformed into the greatest2 formula in PROPVar(u)n{v} entailed by u[v]. As just
mentioned above, ${v} Æ u[v] depends on v despite the fact that v does not occur in
${v} Æ u[v]. For example, ${p} Æ p ^ q is q whereas ${q} Æ p ^ q is p.
Another illustration is with the dual of forgetting [4] that transforms a formula u[v] into
the least2 formula in PROPVar(u)n{v} entailing u[v]. In short, "{v} Æ u[v] is deﬁned as
u[>] ^ u[?]. For instance, "{p} Æ p _ q is q.
The choice of the propositional variables to be eliminated is not a matter of formal
logic, it depends on practical considerations related to the application at hand. Proposi-
tional variables represent statements and the application may provide grounds to disre-
gard some of them.3. Cures and recoveries
The key notions of our approach are remedying contexts, cures and recoveries. A rem-
edying context consists of sets of variables to be ignored in each formula from a belief base
B when B is being remedied to. These sets of variables need not be identical, but they
should obey some constraints bearing on the remedying process:
Deﬁnition 3 (remedying context). A remedying context C of dimension n is a pair hF ;Ri
where F is a subset of PS · {1, . . . ,n} and R is a binary relation over F.
Intuitively, (v, i) 2 F means that v is possibly to be ignored in ui as one may take v to be
a variable which must be ignored in ui whereas (v, i) 62 F means that v need not (but it may)
be ignored in ui.2 h is greater than r and r is less than h if and only if h  r. Of course, the least and the greatest formulas are
deﬁned up to logical equivalence.
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Deﬁnition 3 is very general and many diﬀerent remedying contexts can be considered.
The deﬁnitions are such that a remedying context does not depend on a particular rem-
edy and a remedying context of dimension n does not depend on a particular belief base,
any belief base of dimension n can be considered.
Clearly, F and R impose some constraints over the way the pieces of belief ui in B can
be weakened. There are plenty of possibilities here, some of them are discussed in later
sections.
First, the notationR is meant to stand for the reﬂexive-transitive closure ofR. We also
introduce the following convenient abbreviation Fi = {v 2 PSj(v, i) 2 F}. In other words, a
variable v must be ignored in ui only if v is in Fi (that is, a necessary condition but not a
suﬃcient condition).
The terminology in the next deﬁnition, which introduces a general notion of cure and
recovery, slightly diﬀers from the one presented in [3] but has been approved by the
authors.
Deﬁnition 4 (cure/recovery). Consider a remedy, to be denoted by means of the symbol j.
Let C ¼ hF ;Ri be a remedying context of dimension n. Let B = hu1, . . . ,uni be a belief
base. ~V ¼ hV 1; . . . ; V ni is a (j-)solution, also said to be a (j-)cure, for B w.r.t. C if and only
if the following three conditions are satisﬁed:
(i) for all i 2 {1, . . . ,n}, Vi  Fi,
(ii) for all i and j in {1, . . . ,n}, all v and v 0 in PS, if ðv; iÞRðv0; jÞ then3 v 2 Vi implies
v 0 2 Vj,
(iii) Bj~V ¼def hjðV 1 \ Varðu1ÞÞ  u1; . . . ; jðV n \ VarðunÞÞ  uni is consistent.4
The belief base Bj~V is called the recovery from B, induced by ~V . SjCðBÞ denotes the set of
all (j-)solutions, or cures, for B w.r.t. C. B is said to be (j-)curable w.r.t. C if and only if
SjCðBÞ 6¼ ;. Should there be no ambiguity about j, the abbreviated notation SCðBÞ can
also be used.
A noticeable consequence of Deﬁnition 3 is that it is always possible to ﬁnd
~V ¼ hV 1; . . . ; V ni satisfying both (i) and (ii) in Deﬁnition 4.
Example 1. Consider the information about some tour-operator W that you can get from
several rating agencies (F, M, S). These may deal with various matters about a company,
that might well be represented by the variables below as follows:
• [c] ‘‘having enough cash ﬂow’’.
• [i] ‘‘being under legal investigation’’.
• [m] ‘‘having a large part of the market’’.
• [s] ‘‘having reliable family-owned subcontractors’’.
• [t] ‘‘being a possible target for raiders’’.3 Possibly, v = v 0 or i = j.
4 Letting Bj~V ¼defhjV 1  u1; . . . ;jV n  uni would call for jV Æ u  j(V \ Var(u)) Æ u or any similar coherence
constraint.
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only has a niche as part of the market, and stress that W is under legal investigation.
Report by M may claim that W has enough cash ﬂow, has reliable family-owned subcon-
tractors, but is under legal investigation. Report by S may claim that W has enough cash
ﬂow, is under legal investigation but is a possible target for raiders, and no longer has reli-
able family-owned subcontractors. Here is a belief base of dimension 3 recording the
above information:
B ¼ hc ^ i ^ :m
zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{F
; c ^ i ^ s
zﬄﬄﬄﬄ}|ﬄﬄﬄﬄ{M
; c ^ i ^ :s ^ t
zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{S
i
Observe that B is inconsistent. How to remedy it? Presumably, the discrepancy about sub-
contractors could be explain by the fact that family-owned business is tough to accurately
report upon. Moreover, it is not a major issue anyway. So, it might be a good idea to for-
get about the variable s. Formally, the remedy is chosen to be the above forget operation
while the remedying context is as follows. F = {(s, 2), (s, 3)} (it is also possible to require
(s, 1) 2 F but it makes no difference in view of the above items). R consists of two items:
ðs; 2ÞRðs; 3Þ and ðs; 3ÞRðs; 2Þ (intuitively, information from M or S is regarded as equally
sound when about family-owned subcontractors). Then, ~V ¼ hV 1; V 2; V 3i is a cure for B
where
V 1 ¼ ;
V 2 ¼ fsg
V 3 ¼ fsg
8><
>:
for which the recovery Bj~V is
hc ^ i ^ :m; c ^ i; c ^ i ^ ti
In other words, the fact that the piece of information about having reliable family-owned
subcontractors is ignored when coming from the M or S source is enough to get rid of the
inconsistency. There are other ways: e.g., consider a remedying context with F as above
and R restricted to ðs; 2ÞRðs; 3Þ so that (s, 3) (s, 2) (intuitively, information from M about
family-owned subcontractors is safer than information from S about family-owned sub-
contractors). An additional cure for B is now ~V ¼ hV 1; V 2; V 3i where
V 1 ¼ ;
V 2 ¼ ;
V 3 ¼ fsg
8><
>:
for which the recovery Bj~V is
hc ^ i ^ :m; c ^ i ^ s; c ^ i ^ ti
Stated otherwise, the fact that the piece of information about having reliable family-owned
subcontractors is ignored when coming from the S source is enough to get rid of the incon-
sistency. That is, one of the conﬂicting sources (namely, M) about family-owned subcon-
tractors is trusted on the topic. This is in a sharp contrast with the previous case where
none of the conﬂicting sources (M and S) about family-owned subcontractors is trusted
on the topic.
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knowledge [6].
4. Equivalence and extensionality
An important concept omitted from [3] is the notion of equivalence between remedying
contexts. Not only does the next deﬁnition tackle the issue, it takes a simple form through
a syntactical characterization.
Deﬁnition 5. Two remedying contexts hF ;Ri, hF 0;R0i are equivalent if and only if F = F 0
and R ¼ R0.Proposition 1. Let C and C0 be two remedying contexts of dimension n. If C and C0 are equiv-
alent then SCðBÞ ¼ SC0 ðBÞ for all belief bases B of dimension n.Proof. Let C ¼ hF ;Ri and C0 ¼ hF 0;R0i be equivalent. Consider ~V ¼ hV 1; . . . ; V ni 2
SCðBÞ. We now show that ~V 2 SC0 ðBÞ, i.e., ~V satisﬁes all three conditions of Deﬁnition
4 w.r.t. C0. First, Vi  Fi for i = 1 . . .n due to ~V 2SCðBÞ. That is, V i  F 0i for i = 1 . . .n
in view of F = F 0 because C and C0 are equivalent.
Second, let i and j be in {1, . . . ,n} and let v and v 0 be in PS such that ðv; iÞR0ðv0; jÞ.
Assume v 2 Vi. We must show v 0 2 Vj, as is required by Condition (ii) in Deﬁnition 4. An
immediate consequence of ðv; iÞR0ðv0; jÞ is ðv; iÞR0ðv0; jÞ. Since C and C0 are equivalent,
R ¼ R0. Hence, ðv; iÞRðv0; jÞ. That is, there exists kP 1 such that
ðv0; i0ÞRðv1; i1ÞR . . .Rðvk1; ik1ÞRðvk; ikÞ
for some v0, . . . ,vk in F and some i0, . . . , ik in {1, . . . ,n} which satisfy v0 = v, vk = v
0, i0 = i,
ik = j.
By ~V 2 SCðBÞ, it follows that vh1 2 V ih1 implies vh 2 V ih for h = 1 . . .k. Therefore,
v 2 Vi implies v 0 2 Vj and Condition (ii) is proven.
Condition (iii) is independent of the remedying context under consideration, it holds
because ~V is a cure for B w.r.t. C.
We have provenSCðBÞ  SC0 ðBÞ. As C and C0 play a symmetric roˆle,SCðBÞ ¼SC0 ðBÞ
follows. h
The converse requires a few constraints over the remedy, to be introduced next.
Deﬁnition 6 (conservative/regular remedy). Remedies of interest are as follows for all u in
PROPPS, all V and V
0 subsets of PS:
Conservative remedies: u  jV  u
Regular remedies: jV  u  jV 0  u whenever V  V 0  VarðuÞ
Being conservative insures that overcoming inconsistency is not an excuse to introduce
new propositions, obviously a wrong move. Regular remedies are reminiscent of the kind
of comparison between conditions as discussed in [4], they guarantee a logical behaviour
when dealing with inconsistency (that is not to say that non-regular remedies are to be
banned on the count of irrationality).
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inition 2 (which need not be the case of the more general version mentioned after Deﬁni-
tion 2), then a conservative remedy happens to be normal as well.
Proposition 2. Conservative remedies are
Normal remedies: jV  u  > for all u2 ? s:t: VarðuÞ  VProof. If Var(u)  V then Deﬁnition 2 entails that the set of propositional variables which
occur in jV Æ u is empty. That is, jV Æ u consists only of Boolean constants and connec-
tives. Therefore, either jV Æ u  > or jV Æ u  ?. The latter cannot be the case for
u2 ? when the remedy is conservative: u  jV Æ u. h
Being normal means that the maximum amount of information is taken out when all
the propositional variables occurring in the premises are to be ignored: Stated otherwise,
only relevant items from the alphabet have an eﬀect on losing information (if u does not
mention v, i.e., u is not about v, then ignoring v in u should not result in any loss of
information).
Lemma 1. Consider a conservative remedy. Let C ¼ hF ;Ri be a remedying context of
dimension n. For all belief bases B of dimension n, if SCðBÞ ¼ ; then B is inconsistent.Proof. Assume the contrary, i.e., there exists some consistent B = hu1, . . . ,uni such that
SCðBÞ ¼ ;. Taking ~V ¼ hF 1; . . . ; F ni, Condition (i) in Deﬁnition 4 is satisﬁed. Condition
(ii) in Deﬁnition 4 holds due to Deﬁnition 3. B being consistent means that u1 ^    ^ un is
consistent. Then, u  jV Æ u for u 2 PROPPS and V  PS yields that
j(F1 \ Var(u1)) Æ u1 ^    ^ j (Fn \ Var(un)) Æ un is consistent. Condition (iii) in Deﬁnition
4 is thus met, too. Overall, F 2SCðBÞ which contradicts SCðBÞ ¼ ;. h
A consequence of the previous lemma is that when dealing with a conservative remedy,
there exists no remedying context C of dimension n such that SCðBÞ ¼ ; for all belief
bases B of dimension n.
Lemma 2. Consider a regular remedy. Let C ¼ hF ;Ri be a remedying context of dimension
n. For all belief bases B of dimension n, if SCðBÞ 6¼ ; then F 2SCðBÞ.Proof. Due to SCðBÞ 6¼ ;, there exists ~V ¼ hV 1; . . . ; V ni obeying Conditions (i) to (iii) in
Deﬁnition 4. For F = hF1, . . . ,Fni, Condition (i) trivially holds. As well, F meets Condition
(ii) due to Deﬁnition 3. Turning to Condition (iii), it follows from ~V 2SCðBÞ that
j(V1 \ Var(u1)) Æ u1 ^    ^ j (Vn \ Var(un)) Æ un is consistent. However, jV Æ u  jV 0 Æ u
(for all u 2 PROPPS, all V and V 0 s.t. V  V 0  Var(u)) implies that j(V1 \
Var(u1)) Æ u1 ^    ^ j (Vn \ Var(un)) Æ un  j(F1 \ Var(u1)). u1 ^    ^ j(Fn \ Var(un)) Æ
un. So, j(F1 \ Var(u1)) Æ u1 ^    ^ j(Fn \ Var(un)) Æ un is consistent. That is, F also obeys
Condition (iii). h
Lemma 2 implies that in the case of regular remedies, a belief base B is curable w.r.t. a
remedying context C ¼ hF ;Ri if and only if F is a cure for B w.r.t. C. In symbols,
F 2 SCðBÞ iﬀ SCðBÞ 6¼ ;.
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C0 ¼ hF 0;R0i be two remedying contexts of dimension n. If SCðBÞ ¼ SC0 ðBÞ for all
consistent B of dimension n then F 0 = F.Proof. We show the contrapositive: if F5 F 0 thenSCðBÞ 6¼ SC0 ðBÞ for some consistent B
of dimension n. So, assume F 05 F. As C and C0 play a symmetrical roˆle, it is enough to
consider F 0 6 F. By Lemma 1, SCðBÞ 6¼ ; for some consistent B. Condition (i) in Deﬁni-
tion 4 yields F 0 62SCðBÞ. Due to Lemma 1, SC0 ðBÞ 6¼ ; hence F 0 2 SC0 ðBÞ (by Lemma 2)
which yields the expected conclusion SCðBÞ 6¼ SC0 ðBÞ. hProposition 4. Consider a conservative remedy. Let C ¼ hF ;Ri and C0 ¼ hF 0;R0i be two
remedying contexts of dimension n. If SCðBÞ ¼ SC0 ðBÞ for all consistent B of dimension n
then R0 ¼ R.Proof. AssumeSCðBÞ ¼ SC0 ðBÞ for all consistent B of dimension n while there exist u and
v in PS such that for some h and k in {1, . . . ,n}, ðu; hÞRðv; kÞ but ((u,h) 0*(v,k). By Def-
inition 3, ðu; hÞRðv; kÞ requires (u,h) 2 F i.e., u 2 Fh. Take B = h>, . . . ,>,u,>, . . . ,>i i.e.,
ui is > for 1 6 i 6 n except uh being u. Deﬁne ~V ¼ hV 1; . . . ; V ni as follows: for all w 2 PS,
for i = 1, . . . ,n,
w 2 V i iff ðu; hÞR0ðw; iÞ ðyÞ
By Deﬁnition 3, it follows that V i  F 0i for i = 1,. . .,n. This takes care of Condition (i) in
Deﬁnition 4. Also, for all w and w 0 in PS, for i = 1,. . .,n, for j = 1,. . .,n, it trivially fol-
lows from () that if w 2 Vi then ðu; hÞR0ðw; iÞ. If additionally ðw; iÞR0ðw0; jÞ then
ðu; hÞR0ðw0; jÞ. In view of (), w 0 2 Vj ensues. This takes care of Condition (ii) in Deﬁnition
4. For i = 1,. . .,n and i5 h, ui is > hence the remedy being conservative implies that
j(Vi \ Var(ui)) Æ ui is equivalent with >. As uh is u which is trivially consistent, the fact
that the remedy is conservative makes j(Vh \ Var(uh)) Æ uh to be consistent. Therefore,
Bj~V is consistent and Condition (iii) in Deﬁnition 4 is satisﬁed, too. As a result,
~V 2SC0 ðBÞ.
By SCðBÞ ¼ SC0 ðBÞ, it follows that ~V 2SCðBÞ. By Condition (ii) in Deﬁnition 4, for
all w and w 0 in PS, for i = 1. . .n, for j = 1. . .n, if ðw; iÞRðw0; jÞ and w 2 Vi then w 0 2 Vj.
Repeated application (according to ðu; hÞRðv; kÞ) from u 2 Vh entails v 2 Vk. Due to (),
ðu; hÞR0ðv; kÞ which contradicts the assumption.
Therefore, we have proven that R 6 R0 entails a contradiction in the presence of
SCðBÞ ¼ SC0 ðBÞ. However, R and R0 play a symmetrical roˆle. It follows that the same
conclusion holds when R0 6 R. Overall, it is also the case when R0 6¼ R and the proof
is over. hProposition 5. Consider a conservative and regular remedy. Let C and C0 be two remedying
contexts of dimension n. C and C0 are equivalent if and only if SCðBÞ ¼ SC0 ðBÞ for all con-
sistent B of dimension n.Proof. Collating Proposition 1, 3 and 4. h
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extensional:
Theorem 1. Consider a conservative and regular remedy. Let C and C0 be two remedying
contexts of dimension n. C and C0 are equivalent if and only ifSCðBÞ ¼SC0 ðBÞ for all belief
bases B of dimension n.
Theorem 1 trivially ensues from Proposition 5. It can more substantially be viewed as
ensuing from Proposition 5 by the following property.
Proposition 6. Consider a conservative remedy. Let C ¼ hF ;Ri and C0 ¼ hF 0;R0i be two
remedying contexts of dimension n. If SCðBÞ ¼ SC0 ðBÞ for all consistent B of dimension n
then SCðBÞ ¼ SC0 ðBÞ for all inconsistent B of dimension n.Proof. Let ~V 2SCðBÞ for any inconsistent B of dimension n. For every consistent B 0 of
dimension n, jðV 1 \ Varðu01ÞÞ  u01 ^    ^ jðV n \ Varðu0nÞÞ  u0n is consistent because the
remedy is conservative. Thus, ~V satisﬁes Condition (iii) (cf. Deﬁnition 4) for being a cure
for B 0 w.r.t. C. Now, ~V 2SCðBÞ implies that ~V satisﬁes Conditions (i) and (ii) for being a
cure for B w.r.t. C and also for B 0 w.r.t. C because (i) and (ii) are independent of the belief
base under consideration. So, ~V 2SCðB0Þ. By the assumption, ~V 2SC0 ðB0Þ. Therefore, ~V
obeys Conditions (i) and (ii) for being a cure for B 0 w.r.t. C0. By the same independence
reason, ~V then obeys Conditions (i) and (ii) for being a cure for B w.r.t. C0. Lastly,
~V 2 SCðBÞ means that ~V satisﬁes Condition (iii) for being a cure for B w.r.t. C. By the
fact that (iii) is independent from the remedying context under consideration, ~V satisﬁes
Condition (iii) for being a cure for B w.r.t. C0. All in all, ~V 2SC0 ðBÞ. Hence,
SCðBÞ  SC0 ðBÞ. By symmetry, SCðBÞ ¼ SC0 ðBÞ. h
However, the class of inconsistent belief bases can still be relevant to the equivalence of
remedying contexts and extensionality if the remedy is conservative, therefore normal as
well:
Proposition 7. Consider a remedy which is conservative (hence normal). Let C ¼ hF ;Ri and
C0 ¼ hF 0;R0i be two remedying contexts of dimension nP 2. If SCðBÞ ¼SC0 ðBÞ for all
inconsistent B of dimension n then R0 ¼ R.Proof. Assume that SCðBÞ ¼ SC0 ðBÞ for all inconsistent B of dimension n while there
exist u and v in PS such that for some h and k in {1, . . . ,n}, ðu; hÞRðv; kÞ but ((u,h) 0*(v,k).
By Deﬁnition 3, ðu; hÞRðv; kÞ requires (u,h) 2 F i.e., u 2 Fh. Deﬁne B = hu1, . . . ,uni such
that ui is > for 1 6 i 6 n except uh being u and ul being :u for some l5 h. Deﬁne
~V ¼ hV 1; . . . ; V ni as follows: for all w 2 PS, for i = 1,. . .,n,
w 2 V i iff ðu; hÞR0ðw; iÞ ðyÞ
By Deﬁnition 3, it follows that V i  F 0i for i = 1,. . .,n. This takes care of Condition (i) in
Deﬁnition 4. Also, for all w and w 0 in PS, for i = 1,. . .,n, for j = 1,. . .,n, it trivially follows
from () that if w 2 Vi then ðu; hÞR0ðw; iÞ. If additionally ðw; iÞR0ðw0; jÞ then
ðu; hÞR0ðw0; jÞ. In view of (), w 0 2 Vj ensues. This takes care of Condition (ii) in Deﬁnition
4. For i = 1. . .n and i 62 {h, l}, ui is > hence the remedy being conservative implies that
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yield u 2 Vh so that j(Vh \ Var(uh)) Æ uh is j{u} Æ u which is equivalent with > as the rem-
edy is normal. Letting i = l, it happens that j(Vi \ Var(ui)) Æ ui is jðV l \ VarðulÞÞ  :u
whose consistency trivially follows from the remedy being conservative. Therefore, Bj~V
is consistent and Condition (iii) in Deﬁnition 4 is satisﬁed, too. As a result, ~V 2 SC0 ðBÞ.
By SCðBÞ ¼ SC0 ðBÞ, it follows that ~V 2SCðBÞ. By Condition (ii) in Deﬁnition 4, for
all w and w 0 in PS, for i = 1,. . .,n, for j = 1,. . .,n, if ðw; iÞRðw0; jÞ and w 2 Vi then w 0 2 Vj.
Repeated application (according to ðu; hÞRðv; kÞ) from u 2 Vh entails v 2 Vk. Due to (),
ðu; hÞR0ðv; kÞ which contradicts the assumption.
Therefore, we have proven that R 6 R0 entails a contradiction in the presence of
SCðBÞ ¼ SC0 ðBÞ. However, R and R0 play a symmetrical roˆle. It follows that the same
conclusion holds when R0 6 R. Overall, it is also the case when R0 6¼ R and the proof
is over. hCorollary 1. Consider a conservative remedy. Let C ¼ hF ;Ri and C0 ¼ hF 0;R0i be two
remedying contexts of dimension n. If SCðBÞ ¼SC0 ðBÞ for all consistent B of dimension
n then R0 ¼ R.Proof. Similar to the proof of Proposition 7, omitting the existence of l (so, nP 1 and no
ui is :u). Then, the case i = h is dealt with as follows: due to uh being u, the fact that the
remedy is conservative makes j(Vh \ Var(uh)) Æ uh to be consistent. h
Anyway, the fundamental result above is that when considering a conservative and reg-
ular remedy, two remedying contexts are equivalent if and only if they have exactly the
same solutions.
5. Homogeneous contexts
In some situations, the variables to be ignored in each of the pieces of information must
be identical so that all sources of information are considered on equal terms.
Deﬁnition 7 (explicitly homogeneous context). A remedying context C ¼ hF ;Ri of
dimension n is said to be explicitly homogeneous if and only if F = V · {1,. . .,n} for some
V  PS and R is a preorder (over F) such that:
for all i and j in 1,. . .,n
1: for all v; v0; k; l if ðv; iÞRðv0; jÞ then ðv; kÞRðv0; lÞ
2: for all v in F i ðv; iÞRðv; jÞ

The above notion is not given in [3] where the authors directly deﬁne homogeneous for-
getting contexts for which the next deﬁnition is the obvious counterpart.Deﬁnition 8 (homogeneous context). A remedying context is homogeneous if and only if it
is equivalent with an explicitly homogeneous context.
Trivially, any remedying context which is equivalent with an homogeneous context is
homogeneous.
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the inclusion property:
For all ~V and ~V 0 in SjCðBÞ; if ~V  ~V 0 then ~V v ~V 0
It is a gathering preference whenever it also satisﬁes the following property for all
hV1, . . . ,Vni in SjCðBÞ:
hV 1 [    [ V n; . . . ; V 1 [    [ V ni v hV 1; . . . ; V ni
(The converse holds due to the inclusion property.)
The motivation for introducing (ordinary, gathering, etc.) preferences in [3] is that some
recoveries5 are more expected than others and should be distinguished.
Deﬁnition 10 (preferred cure). Let v be a preference over some SjCðBÞ. A cure ~V is
preferred if and only if ~V is minimal for v in SjCðBÞ.
Regular remedies are well-behaved with respect to preferences, a ﬁrst example being the
next property about homogeneous contexts.
Proposition 8. Consider a regular remedy. If C is an homogeneous context then for all belief
base B, there always exists a gathering preference over SjCðBÞ.Proof. Clearly, it is always possible to deﬁne a gathering preference over anySjCðBÞ which
satisfy the following property: If hV 1; . . . ; V ni 2SjCðBÞ then h[V h; . . . ;[V hi 2SjCðBÞ
where [Vh is an abbreviation for V1 [    [ Vn. In view of Proposition 1 and Deﬁnition
8, it is enough to prove the property for explicitly homogeneous contexts.
So, consider C ¼ hF ;Ri and ~V ¼ hV 1; . . . ; V ni 2SjCðBÞ.
Since C is an explicitly homogeneous context, Fh = Fk for h = 1,...,n and k = 1,...,n.
Also, Vh  Fh for h = 1,...,n because ~V 2SjCðBÞ. Therefore, Vh  Fk for all h and k in
{1, . . . ,n}. Thus, [Vh  Fk for k = 1,...,n. That is, Condition (i) in Deﬁnition 4 is satisﬁed.
Assume v 2 [Vh and ðv; iÞRðv0; jÞ. Trivially, v 2 [Vh implies v 2 Vk for some k. By the
deﬁnition of an explicitly homogeneous context (cf. 1.), ðv; iÞRðv0; jÞ then yields
ðv; kÞRðv0; jÞ. Since v 2 Vk, the fact that ~V 2 SjCðBÞ implies v 0 2 Vj. So, v 0 2 [Vh. That
is, Condition (ii) in Deﬁnition 4 is satisﬁed.
Let k 2 {1, . . . ,n}. Of course, Vk \ Var(uk)  ([Vh) \ Var(uk)  Var(uk). Since
the remedy is regular, j(Vk \ Var(uk)) Æ uk  j(([Vh) \ Var(uk)) Æ uk. So, hj(([Vh) \
Var(u1)) Æ u1, . . . ,j(([Vh) \ Var(un)) Æ uni is consistent because ~V 2 SjCðBÞ is consistent.
That is, Condition (iii) in Deﬁnition 4 is satisﬁed.
Overall, h[V h; . . . ;[V hi 2 SjCðBÞ. h
There are very many ways to exploit a preference v in order to deﬁne an inference rela-
tion. Here is the one to be used below:
Deﬁnition 11 (preferential inference). BCvu if and only if every preferred ~V in SjCðBÞ
satisﬁes Bj~V  u.5 For example, preferring sets of omitted variables to be minimal [3].
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preserving as much content as possible from the conclusions drawn from the original belief
bases. If v diﬀers from , then some bias is introduced (e.g., favoring false for a variable v
so that :v is concluded).
Notation. Given B = hu1, . . . ,uni and B0 ¼ hu01; . . . ;u0ni, the fact that ui  u0i for i = 1,...,n
is abbreviated BB 0.Lemma 3. Consider a regular remedy. If ~V  ~V 0 then Bj~V Bj~V 0.Proof. If ~V  ~V 0 then V i  V 0i. Since the remedy is regular, it follows that
jðV i \ VarðuiÞÞ  ui  jðV 0i \ Varðu0iÞÞ  u0i. h
In the lemma, whether Bj~V 2SjCðBÞ and whether Bj~V 0 2SjCðBÞ are independent in
general.
Lemma 4. Consider a regular remedy. For all u, BCvu if and only if Bj~V  u for every
preferred ~V such that ~V 	 ~V 0 holds for no preferred ~V 0.Proof. Applying Lemma 3 for all preferred ~V 0 in SjCðBÞ such that ~V 	 ~V 0 provides the if
direction. The only if direction is trivial. h
The next proposition shows that the proviso stated in [3] for gathering preferences to
make sense is in fact automatically satisﬁed when the remedy is regular.
Proposition 9. Consider a regular remedy. Let C ¼ hF ;Ri be a remedying context of
dimension nP 2 which satisfies the following property for all B of dimension n:
hV 1 [    [ V n; . . . ; V 1 [    [ V ni 2 SjCðBÞ for all hV 1; . . . ; V ni 2 SjCðBÞ
Then, F = V · {1, . . . , n} for some V  PS.Proof. Assume there exists x such that x 2 FinFj for some i and j in {1, . . . ,n}. (i.e., C is
not such that F = V · {1, . . . ,n} for some V  PS.)
Of course, there exists some consistent B = hu1, . . . ,uni such that x 62 Var(ui).
Consequently, there exists some ~V 2SjCðBÞ. Deﬁne ~V 0 to be just like ~V except that
V 0i ¼ V i [ fxg. Construct ~V 00 from ~V 0 by enriching ~V 0 according to the requirements
imposed by R through Condition (ii) in Deﬁnition 4. Therefore, ~V 00 satisﬁes Condition (i)
and Condition (ii) from Deﬁnition 4. By Lemma 3, ~V 00 also satisﬁes Condition (iii) in
Deﬁnition 4 due to ~V  ~V 00 and ~V 2SjCðBÞ. Thus, ~V 00 2 SjCðBÞ.
While it additionally is the case that x 2 V 00i , the property given in the statement of the
proposition yields hV 001 [    [ V 00n; . . . ; V 001 [    [ V 00ni 2SjCðBÞ which by Condition (i) in
Deﬁnition 4 requires its jth component (i.e., V 001 [    [ V 00nÞ to be a subset of Fj. However,
x 2 V 00i trivially implies x 2 V 001 [    [ V 00n and a contradiction arises because x 62 Fj. hProposition 10. Consider a regular remedy. If v is a gathering preference over SjCðBÞ then
there always exists an homogeneous context C0 such that Cv is C
0
v0 for some preference v0.
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SjCðBÞ, it follows that h[V h; . . . ;[V hi v ~V . By Lemma 4, BCvu if and only if
Bjh [ Vh, . . . ,[ Vhi  u for all preferred ~V ¼ hV 1; . . . ; V ni in SjCðBÞ. Then, the conse-
quences are the same when C is changed to C0 where SjC0 ðBÞ is the set S consisting of
the preferred ~V in SjCðBÞ such that ~V ¼ h[V h; . . . ;[V hi. Next, deﬁne F 0 as follows:
F 0i ¼
S
~V 2SV i. Clearly, F
0
i ¼ F j for all i and j in {1, . . . ,n}. Lastly, Deﬁnitions 4 and 8 show
that R0 being the transitive closure of R is as required for a homogeneous remedying
context. h6. Concluding remarks
The above framework captures various methods centered around inconsistency (be it
consistency-based belief revision [1], belief merging [2], etc.) just by generalizing an
approach introduced in [3]. The ﬁrst dimension for generalization is what is called remedy
here. In [3], there only is a ﬁxed operation: Forgetting [5]. It is deﬁned as follows:
$v1, . . . ,vn Æ u = $v1 Æ ($v2, . . . ,vn Æ u) for nP 2 while $v Æ u = uv ? _ uv >. More gener-
ally, $V Æ u = $v1, . . . ,vn Æ u when V = {v1, . . . ,vn} and $; Æ u = u. Clearly, forgetting is a
remedy. It is conservative and regular, as well as normal and standard.
Homogeneous contexts are handled in a systematic way and various general results
hold (one of which was rather loosely stated in [3]). Indeed, the notion of remedying con-
texts makes it possible to express more elegantly various properties and determine whether
they hold. Moreover, there is room for further generalization as remedying contexts need
not have a ﬁxed relation R, etc.Acknowledgements
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